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TEN GOLDEN TIPS 

FOR HARD DISK REPLACEMENT OF A MACKIE D8B

Although most information is already available from Mackie or other sources these tips 

gives an integrated approach, which will help you to do the job in one work flow instead 

of working your way through emerging obstacles or confronting with the wrong sequence 

of activities. 

Some additional information about jumper settings of the most current hard disk brands 

is included within this document.     

Preparing before opening up your D8B computer unit    

1) Look for a less used or new (enhanced) IDE hard disk drive, an 80 GB 

Western Digital by example is very suitable. 

2) Restrict the capacity of the drive to 32 GB by putting jumpers in the proper 

place. 

See the several settings of different brands as included within this document. 

3) Although advised by Mackie, don’t use an already partitioned and formatted 

hard disk for a (Windows) PC: 

  

you have to ‘feed’ your D8B computer unit with a 'raw' disk. When using an already 

partitioned and formatted disk the BIOS of the motherboard from your D8B 

computer can get stuck in it’s attempt to identify the disk,   

  

if you have an already partitioned and formatted disk then use the disk mainte-

nance-utility of Windows (XP, Vista, Windows 7), for deleting the partition, as part 

of the system- and computer-maintenance option within the configuration menu,  

you can execute the above mentioned action by putting your IDE drive into a 

portable (3,5 inch) IDE-case with a USB interface connected to your desktop or 

laptop. 
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4) Make a boot-disk on a floppy disk which will contain MS-DOS 6.22 (the last 

available version of MS-DOS): 

several internet sites offers for free several (image) versions of MS-DOS, 

download from http://www.bootdisk.com or http://www.allbootdisks.com for this 

particular version, 

if you don't have an internal floppy drive anymore then there are several external 

drives (like Freecom) available with a USB-interface,  

extract the downloaded file to a (pre) formatted floppy disk.

5) Make a back-up on floppies for all your important projects, snapshots,  

preset -patches, etc and get all your other Mackie floppies together:

take also a look in your documents for the keys and authorisation codes for your 

version of the Mackie software and the separate plug-ins (if you have already 

installed), 

collecting all floppies for your current  Mackie Operating System (like V5.1-Build 

445) and for your Mackie’s plug-ins Service Pack 3.

6) Type the Format:On statement in the Tools.ini file on the first floppy of your 

Mackie OS-version for the necessary and proprietary Mackie procedures; 

you can open the Tools.ini file with Wordpad or another basic text-editor on your 

desktop or laptop when you have an internal or external floppy drive.  

Replacing the disk within the D8B computer 

7) Disconnect the old disk and connect the new IDE disk but leave the old drive 

temporarily in place: 

you have first going to step 8 before you can replace the drive definitely, Mackie 

calls this the 'conditioning of the drive'. 
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8) Put the boot-disk with MS-DOS in the floppy drive of your D8B computer 

unit, power on and give respectively the MS-DOS commands A:/ FDISK C:

and A:/ FORMAT C: on the keyboard connected to your Mackie D8B 

computer unit: 

the FDISK-command creates a master boot record with a partition-table where as 

default your new disk will be defined as the primary partition where the Mackie 

operating system will get placed during the regular Mackie installing procedure. 

Don't give any extra sub-commands with this command. By default the right 

characteristics of your drive will be taken into account, 

the FORMAT-command will define the type of file system which will be used on the 

drive. By default it will be FAT-32 where this type will be written down into the 

before created partition-table, also the file allocation-table will be created for 

indexing purposes for the files those will be written later on the drive, 

the internet sites http://www.computerhope.com/msdos.htm and  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MS-DOS gives detailed information about both 

commands and its function. 

9) Change your new IDE drive definitely for the old drive by mounting it into the 

proper place.         

Installing the Mackie OS-version and the plug-ins (if you have 

any)  

10) Follow the regular installing procedure of Mackie by starting up with the first 

floppy of your Mackie OS-version, eventually followed by the plug-in floppies 

if all OS-floppies are correctly loaded on your new disk. 

you can unlock the OS-version and the plug-ins with the keys and the  autho-

risation codes you have already used on your old drive, it is not necessary to 

obtain new codes (as far you have documented these properly………..). 

Have fun for many years with your reborn D8Babe! 
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ATA Jumper Settings 

Jumper Illustrations 

Setting the Jumpers 

Cable Select. The drive is configured at the factory for a cable select setting. This allows the drive to assume the 
proper role of master or slave based on the connector used on the cable (see the UltraATA cable figure below). For the 
cable select setting to work properly, the cables you are using must support the cable select feature. Current UltraATA 
cables with the 3 colored connectors do support this feature. 

Master or single drive. If you are installing your Seagate hard drive as the only drive in the system or if it will be the 
primary boot drive for the system, the jumper should be set on pins 7 and 8.

Drive as slave. If you are installing the drive as an additional drive in your system, the drive should be set as slave by 
removing all jumpers. Remember to confirm that the original drive is set to a master position (If the limit capacity 
jumper is required for your installation it will need to remain in place).

Drive as master with a non-ATA-compatible slave (Seagate® drives only). Set a jumper on pins 5 and 6 and a 
jumper on pins 7 and 8. Use this jumper setting only if the drive does not work as a master.

Limit drive capacity/Capacity Limitation Jumper (CLJ). Use this when either you start up your computer and see 
the message, "Hard disc drive controller failure", your computer does not recognize your newly installed hard drive, or 
your system stops responding during the boot process after installing this new drive. If this jumper is required, your 
system cannot support a drive this large and can be updated with a PCI controller card.

Additional information for Seagate products

These are the different jumper setting configurations you may encounter using the Limit Capacity Jumper Setting: 

Single Master with Limit Capacity 

[ :] : : [:] 

Slave with Limit Capacity 

: : : [:] 

Master with Non-ATA Compatible Slave 
This is usually ATAPI devices like CD-ROMs plus Limit Capacity  

[:] [:] : [:] 

This occurs in some computers that do not support high-capacity drives. To address this problem, install the capacity-
limiting jumper on your new hard drive, as shown in the jumper setting illustrations above (this will not affect the 
storage capacity of your drive).

UltraATA Cables  

We recommend the use of newer UltraATA 66/100 cables to achieve the best performance from your new Seagate 
hard drive. These UltraATA cables have 3 colored connectors, each connector has a specific purpose. Be sure to plug 
the correct connector into the correct device. 

Seagate® Products Maxtor®/Quantum Products

Jumper settings for Seagate ATA hard drives.

Note: This figure depicts the jumper settings for recent 
Seagate ATA drive families above 20 GBytes. 

Jumper settings for Maxtor ATA hard drives.
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The blue connector is for your host bus adapter (using a connector on your motherboard).  
The black connector at the other end is for your master device, usually the hard drive you boot from.  
The gray connector is for an optional slave device if you have a second hard drive. 

Other devices like CD-ROM drives, tape drives and CD burners are usually plugged into a separate cable which also 
connects to the motherboard. 
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